
READING BOOKS IS BETTER THAN WATCHING

To understand the benefits of reading over watching tv, we will Even though TV is mostly dialogue, books are better
than television at.

Reading is also a crucial prerequisite to writing. In a movie theater, everyone undergoes the same exact
viewing experience. More from WhytoRead. I would suggest to read the book and watch the television
adaptation. Improve your Imagination A Los Angeles County study showed children produced less
imaginative responses after watching a film, compared to listening to a story. Books are words but the images
that they conjure up in our minds will be different from you and me. Each reader has their own vision and the
selection of a particular actor can polarize the book community who see it quite differently. In comparison a
TV show provides the full visual image for us, and eliminates any background information or musings by the
characters. Keep Reading. Then it would be much helpful as you will get a visual picture of that particular
scenario in front of you. Reading is Best at Reducing stress Reading has been shown to reduce stress in just
six minutes! TV is entertaining too Perhaps this benefit of reading is shared with watching TV. Why read a
book when you can watch anything in the world for a small fee or for free if you look hard enough on the
interwebs? A book, on the other hand, provides the reader with the tools to create their own personalized story.
This is not a valid email, please try again. So reading is important and the benefits of reading over watching
TV are proven. In the end, nothing beats using our own imagination when it comes to interesting. Be
interesting and attractive Reading is not generally seen as a social activity. The typically simple plots limit the
variables a watcher needs to remember. My picture of that man and your picture of that man will be different
based on our experiences. Develop Verbal Abilities Even though TV is mostly dialogue, books are better than
television at increasing your vocabulary. At a higher level, reading requires us to attribute the mental state of a
character to that character â€” called Theory of Mind. When we read, we can identify with characters and their
thoughts â€” we can be the hero who solves the mystery, the kick ass vampire heroine who finds herself, and a
million other characters. Bingeing on your latest show addiction might satisfy your desire for instant
gratification, but it's likely to disrupt your sleep quality and leave you feeling groggy when you make it a daily
part of your evening routine. And what specifically are the benefits of reading compared to watching
television or movies. This bombardment desensitises our abilities to feel sympathy or empathy with those
suffering. In conclusion, reading book is better than watching TV because it can help you remember
information longer. Hope the answer was helpfulâ€¦.. Sometimes we are so focused on our reading we are
barely aware of the world around us at all. That is why we have awards for actors and actresses but again who
deserves the award is another matter. You simply sit and let a television show unfold with your brain on
receive. The actor that they choose may have a kind face to you but not to me. Reading benefits our brains.
Most scenes in shows are fast paced, high action, with constantly changing camera angles. If you also
multitask when watching TV your lack of focus gets even worse. Books are always the number one choice for
learning and researching, especially if you are studying a subject. But for an increasing number of Americans,
books are falling by the wayside in favor of other leisure activities. Reading is exercise for the brain. Reading
books is good, but televisions are making it easier for us to gather information by hearing. Self Discovery
love,empathy Research is showing that the excessive violence on TV through news, or just television shows is
overpowering both children and adults.


